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ASUS ROG Hone Ace Aim Lab Edition Gaming mouse pad Black

Brand : ASUS Product family: ROG Product code: 90MP0380-
BPUA00

Product name : Hone Ace Aim
Lab Edition

- Synergistic Aim Lab accuracy training: Measurement markings on the mouse pad work in tandem with
Aim Lab software to help players train aiming accuracy for FPS gaming
- Optimized mousing surface: Hybrid cloth surface ensures smooth movement and provides adequate
friction for precise feedback
- Protective nano coating: Water-, oil- and dust-repellent surface is easy to clean and maintain
- Extra-soft rubber base: 3 mm thick rubber base provides a stable, nonslip foundation with the right
amount of cushioning for gaming comfort
ROG Hone Ace Aim Lab Edition large-sized gaming mouse pad is designed to work with Aim Lab X ROG
360 task to help gamers improve their aim. The Hone Ace has a hybrid cloth surface for a smoother glide
and better control, a water-, oil- and dust-repellent surface protective nano coating, and a soft nonslip
rubber base.

Performance

Surface coloration * Monochromatic
Material Cloth, Rubber
Gaming mouse pad *
Wrist rest *
Non-slip base
Stitched edges
Product colour * Black

Protection features Dust resistant, Oil resistant, Water
resistant

Comfortable design

Performance

Size L
Washable

Weight & dimensions

Width * 420 mm
Depth * 508 mm
Thickness 3 mm
Weight 63 g

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
Package weight 680 g
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